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Check and refine existing 
model
Assemble data in GIS
Targeted fieldwork to address 
inconsistencies
Check integrity of new 
databases
Deliver output to users
Integrated digital workflow including:
VFR (Virtual Field Reconnaissance incl GeoVis)
SOCET (Digital stereo airphoto interpretation)
GSi3D (3D Geological modelling)
Digital
Analogue
Inefficiency and incompatibility
SIGMA System for Integrated Geoscience Mapping
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1. Using data in the field & capturing new data
2. Runs on rugged Tablet PCs with integrated GPS
3. Heavily customised ArcGIS, MS Access & InfiNotes
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UAE field conditions…
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Mapping methodology, and digital benefits
Traverse
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Capturing data using BGS·SIGMAmobile
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The field data on BGS·SIGMAmobile
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Data Integration in the field-office
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Map Outputs (an example from Ghana)
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Conclusions
• BGS·SIGMAmobile has proven its
capability in a variety of mapping domains
• Wide acceptance by BGS field staff
• Hardware now capable of withstanding harsh environments
• Available as open source from
http://www.bgs.ac.uk/science/3dmodelling/SigmaDownload.h 
tml?src=sfb
